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Quote ref: 2297 
 
 

Ricky Lumley 
The Guildhall 
12 Lower Fore Street
Saltash 
PL12 6JX 
 
 
3rd October 2023 
 
 
Dear Ricky, 
 
Our cleaning proposal for Saltash Town Council’s toilet blocks 
 
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to provide you with a quotation for the cleaning of your 
toilet blocks in Saltash. 
 
Based on the site survey undertaken, please see the enclosed cleaning proposal. 
 
Our reliable, value for money service will ensure your premises are consistently clean and 
welcoming and includes: 

• Well trained, trustworthy and friendly staff  

• High quality cleaning standards maintained via regular inspections 

• Managed cover for holidays and unplanned absences 

• Service flexibility to respond to any short notice requirements you may have 

• Regular, ongoing contact so that you remain happy with our service 

 

Should you wish to speak with one of our customers regarding our service, I would be delighted 
to provide you with referee details. 
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Saltash Town Council – Toilet Blocks 

 
Schedule of Areas to be Opened, Closed and Cleaned 

 
 

Sites to be Serviced 
 

           
Frequency of Service 

Alexandra Square Daily 

Belle Vue Daily 

Old Ferry Road Daily 

Longstone Park Daily 
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General cleaning specification 

 

Services Provided Cleaning Frequency 

Unless otherwise specified all cleaning restricted to max height 6ft from floor level. Weekly Month Year 

1. Sweep / damp mop entrance steps  - - - 

2. Vacuum / damp mop entrance area  - - - 

3. Lift & Vacuum entrance mat - - - 

4. Vacuum mats - - - 

5. Remove finger marks from interior glass windows 7 - - 

6. Remove finger marks from reception area - - - 

7. Remove finger marks from interior door glass panels  - - - 

8. Empty all waste bins 7 - - 

9. Remove rubbish and place in client's receptacle 7 - - 

10. Dust/wipe furniture, windowsills, ledges, cabinets, skirtings etc to a 
height of 6’0" 

7 - - 

11. Vacuum carpeted floors - - - 

12. Sweep/Vacuum staircases & Wipe Railings - - - 

13. Mop / sweep / Vacuum hard floors and remove spillage stains 7 - - 

14. Broom sweep hard floors and remove spillage stains - - - 

15. Vacuum / Mop landings - - - 

16. Toilets - fully cleansed for your protection 
Brush floor surfaces and wash and disinfect floors. Wash / dry polish toilet 
seats and wash interior surfaces of toilet bowls and sinks. Disinfect toilet 
bowls and urinal stalls. Replenish toilet facilities using customer's own 
materials.  

7 - - 

17. Fully cleanse consulting room / treatment room / nurses room sinks and 
work surfaces 

- - - 

18. Wipe outside fridge, & inside & outside microwaves - - - 

19. Wipe out inside fridge - - - 

20. Crockery and cutlery – if any - collect, wash, put away - - - 

21. Dishwasher – turn on or empty and pack away dishes if necessary  - - - 

22. Damp wipe coffee machine - - - 

23. Wipe clean and disinfect telephones - - - 

Customer: Saltash Town Council – Toilet 
Blocks 
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24. Wax polish or damp wipe furniture, ledges, cabinets, skirtings etc. to a 
height of 6'0" (paper and files not removed in case of loss) 

- - - 

25. Clean interior and exterior of lift - - - 

26. Dry buff vinyl floors with high speed machine - - - 

27. Dry buff wood block floors with high speed machine - - - 

28. Spray clean vinyl floors with high speed machine - - - 

29. Spray clean wood block floors with high speed machine - - - 

30. Wipe down and disinfect units in kitchen area - - - 

31. Wipe clean and polish external signs - - - 

32. Wipe clean and polish external signs and fittings - - - 

33. Remove finger marks and spillages from doors, light switches, 
cupboards etc. 

7 - - 

34. Wiping Down of Desks  - - - 

35. Clean both sides of external glass - - - 

36. Clean all interior glass 1 - - 

37. High dust all ledges, lintels etc. to normal ceiling height  1 - - 

38. Dust Venetian blinds - - - 

39. Vacuum/ wipe upholstered furniture - - - 

40. Deep cleanse urinals, toilet bowls and sinks  7 - - 

41. Wash and disinfect toilet tiles and partitions 7 - - 

42. Clean shower  - - - 

43. Wash and disinfect waste bins - - - 

44. Wash all vinyl upholstery with neutral detergent - - - 

45. Dry dust VDU screens  - - - 

46. Dust keyboards - - - 

47. Dust/Wipe Photocopiers & Printers - - - 

48. Unlock and Secure premises  7 - - 

We will supply all machinery and cleaning agents required.        

Materials supplied include all cleaning materials, black refuse sacks 
and a vacuum cleaner where necessary, but do not include white 
swing and pedal bin liners, local authority refuse sacks, air freshener 
and toilet consumables.  

      

Electrical equipment is supplied as part of the contract, but where an 
inadequate number of power points are available, extension leads to 
be supplied by the client.  
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Definitions 

 
 
1. Dusting - to hand height, includes the manual dusting of all furniture, fixtures and fittings from floor level up to the normal 

reach of a cleaner standing up, but not being required to stand on a ladder or chair, etc. It includes the removal of dust 
from desktops and other horizontal surfaces, provided these are kept as free from papers and other obstructions as 
possible. 

2. Dust control method - includes the use of a dry mop or mitten, which has been impregnated to give it the ability to absorb 
dust; also the use of a sweeping compound on floors to absorb dust.  

3. High dusting - includes the removal of dust by manual means from all horizontal dust catching surfaces above normal 
hand height, including light fittings, high rails, pipes, tops of high cabinets, tops of doors, pictures and bookcases. 

4. Sweeping - includes the removal of surface dirt from floors (and in certain circumstances, carpets) by means of a hand 
broom, with or without dust-laying compound, by impregnated mops, or mechanical brush / vacuum machine. 

5. Floor buffing - usually carried out with electrical or orbital action machines fitted with either a polishing brush or a back 
plate with nylon or steel wool pads, to remove marks and improve the shine. 

6. Floor polishing - includes the application of a suitable polish to a floor and buffing if necessary, e.g. 
(a) Wood floors with a natural wax polish followed by buffing. 
(b) P.V.C. floors with a synthetic wax emulsion followed by buffing, or with a "dry bright" plastic emulsion wax-free 

polish not buffed. Polish is applied either with a spray gun under pressure, or by mop. 

7. Damp mopping - includes the removal of surface dirt and spillage using a mop and the minimum of liquid detergent and 
water solution. 

8. Washing - includes the removal of surface dirt and spillage from floors using a hand mop, or floor cloth, or other 
approved non-mechanical means to apply a suitable detergent diluted with water. The resultant sludge is removed with a 
mop and the surface neutralised and left clean. 

9. Scrubbing - includes the removal of in-trodden dirt, scuff marks and polish, by rotary brush machine fitted with a hard-
bristle brush, with or without a wire wool pad. The operation is done either dry or wet, using a suitable detergent, 
depending on conditions. If dry, the resultant dust is removed by sweeping with an impregnated mop. If wet, the sludge is 
rinsed off with a mop and the surface neutralised and left clean. 

10. Disinfecting telephones - the wiping of telephone handsets with a soft cloth impregnated with a solution of approved 
disinfectant. 

11. Spray cleaning - spraying a mixture of emulsion polish and water on the floor and buffing dry with a rotary brush machine 
to remove marks and polish the surface. By this method, the polished surface is maintained and the floor cleaned at the 
same time. The dirt removed is brought to the surface in the form of a fine dust which is removed by a dust control mop. 

12. Scouring - includes cleaning of glazed sanitary ware using non-abrasive bleaching powder applied with a cloth or a 
specially designed liquid cleaner applied with a spray gun. 
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Contractual quotation 

 
Quotation Ref: 
2297 

                                            Date: 03/10/23   

For the Attention of:  
Ricky Lumley 
The Guildhall 
12 Lower Fore Street
Saltash 
PL12 6JX 

 

 
Toilet Block locations: 

Alexandra Square PL12 6AN 

Belle Vue PL12 6ES 

Old Ferry Road PL12 4EH 

Longstone Park PL12 6DW 
 

 
Opening, Closing and Cleaning of 4 toilet blocks 7 days per week totalling 3.5 hours per day 
(Monday – Sunday at 8.30am and 7pm)  

Cleaning as per Cleaning Specification (pages 3, 4 & 5) 

 

Hourly Rate: £25.00 per hour 

Charge per 3.5 hours total daily service: 
£87.50 

 

 
Fixed monthly charge £2654.17 

Fixed Monthly Charge is calculated on 
average cleans per month over 3 month 
period 

 
This quotation is exclusive of VAT, which would be charged at the current rate. 
All price(s) quoted are based on the cleaning contract running continuously, therefore, no deductions shall be made in respect of 
statutory or other holiday periods. 
Cleaning can be arranged on statutory holidays at an additional charge 
Please indicate your acceptance of entering into a contractual agreement by signing and returning this quotation document. 
 
We accept the quotation and specification and agree to the terms and conditions overleaf  / sent with this quotation. 
 

 
Signed by:  

Position:                                                                     

Company Name:  

Company Reg No:  

Proposed commencement date:  

 
 
 
 
Terms and conditions of business under which this quotation is submitted and any subsequent order accepted. 

Print Name: ______________________ 
 
Date: ___________________________ 
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The following are the terms of the agreement between the customer and . These terms and conditions constitute an entire and 
binding agreement and shall prevail over any inconsistent terms or conditions contained in any document supplied by the customer.  In the 
event of a transaction with a consumer, the consumer’s statutory rights shall not be adversely affected. 

1. Commencement and Duration 
(a) The services supplied under the contract shall be provided by  to the customer from the date specified in the order and shall 

continue unless and until terminated by one of the parties giving to the other not less than three months’ notice in writing. 
(b) If the customer terminates the contract without proper notice, the customer shall be liable immediately to compensate  by paying 

three months’ charges, as calculated by , based on the average for the previous three months’ invoices in lieu of such notice or 
the average of the actual period of the contract if less than three months. 

2. Price and Payment 
(a)  shall invoice the customer monthly. Accounts will be rendered and are due and payable within 30 days of the invoice date. Time 

for payment shall be of the essence. 
(b) All prices quoted shall be exclusive of VAT, which  shall add to its invoices at the appropriate rate. 
(c) All prices quoted are calculated on the basis that the contract is to run continuously, and accordingly, no deductions shall be allowed in 

respect of statutory or other holiday periods. 
(d)  shall have the right to increase its prices: 

(i) annually on each anniversary of the contract in accordance with the increases in the Retail Price Index; 
(ii) when changes in legislation or other factors beyond 's control have an impact on 's costs; and/or 
(iii) where appropriate, in the event of modifications or alterations to the Contract or the work to be provided by . 

(e)  guarantees to maintain its prices for a period of one year subject to clause 2(d). Thereafter,  reserves the right to review 
the value of the contract in accordance with clause 2(f).  

(f)  The customer shall be given three months’ prior written notice of any change to the contract value. 
(g) Without prejudice to any other right or remedy that  may have, if the customer fails to pay on the due date,  may: 

(i) charge interest on such sum from the due date for payment at the annual rate of 8% above the base lending rate of the Bank of 
England from time to time, accruing on a daily basis and being compounded quarterly until payment is made, whether before or 
after any judgment and the customer shall pay the interest immediately on demand. 

(ii) claim its reasonable costs incurred in seeking payment of amounts due, including but not limited to administrative, management 
and legal costs; and 

(iii) suspend all services to the customer until payment has been made in full.  All sums payable to  shall continue to accrue 
during any period of suspension. 

(h) The customer warrants and represents that it has disclosed to  all relevant factors to enable  to give an informed quotation. 

3. Customer’s Obligations 
The customer shall: 

(a) Pay the contractual price and any other sums due in accordance with the terms referred to above; 
(b) Ensure that the customer's premises comply with all relevant Health and Safety requirements; 
(c) Communicate any special instructions or complaints regarding ’s performance by notice in writing within 48 hours of the complaint 

arising or in sufficient time to allow the special instruction to be complied with; 
(d) Indemnify  in respect of ’s compliance with a request to remove any of ’s personnel if such request is not found to 

be based on valid performance or service level complaints; 
(e) Not, without the prior written consent of , at any time from the date of the contract to the expiry of 6 months after the last date of 

supply of the services, solicit or entice away from  or employ (or attempt to employ) any cleaner or cleaning supervisor engaged 
by  in the provision of the services; 

(f) Any consent given by  in accordance with paragraph 3(e) above shall be subject to the customer paying to  a sum 
equivalent to four and a half times the cleaner’s or cleaning supervisor’s salary and other benefits paid by  in the last full month 
of the cleaner’s or cleaning supervisor’s employment with ; This sum shall be payable irrespective of whether the cleaner or 
cleaning supervisor’s employment transferred from  pursuant to the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) 
Regulations 2006. 

(g) Provide, free of charge, all lighting, heating, hot water and any other facilities which may reasonably be required by ; 
(h) Be liable to pay , on demand, all reasonable costs, charges or losses sustained or incurred by  or any of its employees or 

subcontractors (including, without limitation, any direct, indirect or consequential losses, loss of profit and loss of reputation, loss or 
damage to property and those arising from injury to or death of any person and loss of opportunity to deploy resources elsewhere) arising 
directly or indirectly from the customer’s fraud, negligence, failure to perform or delay in the performance of any of its obligations under 
the contract, subject to  confirming such costs, charges and losses to the customer in writing. 

4. ’s Obligations 
 shall: 

(a) Keep in force Employers Liability and Public Liability insurance policies up to a value of not exceeding £10,000,000 and £5,000,000 
respectively. 

(b) Upon receipt of any notice under clause 3(c) take all necessary action, without cost to the customer, to investigate and rectify the 
complaint; 

(c) Carry out the work to the reasonable satisfaction of the customer and, if valid, provide all necessary staff and materials for this purpose, 
but not be responsible for the removal of oil, paint, varnishes or other similar substances unless otherwise agreed in writing; 

(d) In the event of the loss of a key entrusted to , be responsible only for the cost of replacement of the key and not for any other 
direct, indirect or consequential costs, which are covered under the customer’s own insurance; and 

(e) Accept no responsibility in connection with the operation of any alarms or security devices at the customer’s premises. The operation of 
such equipment by 's employees or subcontractors is a matter of goodwill to assist the customer. 

5. Limitation of Liability – THE CUSTOMER’S ATTENTION IS PARTICULARLY DRAWN TO THIS PARAGRAPH 
(a) If ’s performance of its obligations under the contract is prevented or delayed by any act or omission of the customer, its agents, 

subcontractors, consultants or employees,  shall not be liable for any costs, charges or losses sustained or incurred by the 
customer arising directly or indirectly from such prevention or delay and shall be paid as if the work had been undertaken. 

(b) Nothing in these terms and conditions limits or excludes ’s liability for death or personal injury resulting from negl igence or for any 
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damage or liability incurred by the customer as a result of fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation by .  
(c) ’s total liability in contract, tort (including negligence or breach of statutory duty), misrepresentation, restitution or otherwise arising 

in connection with the performance or contemplated performance of the contract shall be limited to the price paid for the services. 

6. Force Majeure 
 shall have no liability to the customer under the contract if it is prevented from, or delayed in performing its obligations under the 

contract or from carrying on its business by acts, events, omissions or accidents beyond its reasonable control, including (without 
limitation) strikes, lock-outs or other industrial disputes, failure of a utility service, act of God, war, riot, civil commotion, malicious damage, 
compliance with any law or governmental order, rule, regulation or direction, accident, fire, flood, storm, explosion or default of suppliers 
or subcontractors. 

7. Variation 
(a)  may, from time to time, revise and amend its terms and conditions provided that, where practicable, it will give the customer at 

least three months’ notice; 
(b) Where  sends the revised version of the terms and conditions to the customer stating when they will come into force and the 

customer does not object in writing and continues to use the services after that date, then the customer is deemed to have accepted the 
revised terms and conditions from that date. 

(c) Subject to clauses 7(a) and (b) above, no variation of the contract or these terms and conditions or of any of the documents referred to 
in them, shall be valid unless it is in writing and signed by or on behalf of each of the parties. 

8. Notices 
(a) Any notice required to be given by the customer to  under the contract shall be in writing and shall be delivered personally, or sent 

by first-class post and/or recorded delivery; 
(b) Any notice shall be deemed to have been duly received if delivered personally, when left at the address and for the contact referred to in 

paragraph 7(a) above or, if sent by first-class post or recorded delivery, at 9.00 am on the second business day after posting; 
(c) This paragraph shall not apply to the service of any proceedings or other documents in any legal action. 

9. Waiver 
(a) A waiver of any right under the contract is only effective if it is in writing and it applies only to the circumstances for which it is given. No 

failure or delay by a party in exercising any right or remedy under the contract or by law shall constitute a waiver of that (or any other) 
right or remedy, nor preclude or restrict its further exercise. No single or partial exercise of such right or remedy shall preclude or restrict 
the further exercise of that (or any other) right or remedy; 

(b) Unless specifically provided otherwise, rights arising under the contract are cumulative and do not exclude rights provided by law. 

10. Severance 
(a) If any provision of the contract (or part of any provision) is found by any court or other authority of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, 

illegal or unenforceable, that provision or part-provision shall, to the extent required, be deemed not to form part of the contract, and the 
validity and enforceability of the other provisions of the contract shall not be affected; 

(b) If a provision of the contract (or part of any provision) is found illegal, invalid or unenforceable, the provision shall apply with the minimum 
modification necessary to make it legal, valid and enforceable. 

11. Rights of Third Parties 
A person who is not a party to the contract shall not have any rights under or in connection with it. 

12. Governing Law and Jurisdiction 
(a) The contract and any dispute or claim arising out of or in connection with it or its subject matter or formation (including non-contractual 

disputes or claims), shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the law of England and Wales; 
(b) The parties irrevocably agree that the courts of England and Wales shall have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute or claim that 

arises out of, or in connection with, the contract or its subject matter or formation (including non-contractual disputes or claims). 

13. Data Protection Legislation 
(a) The following definitions shall apply in this clause 13: 

(i)  Data Protection Legislation: (i) unless and until the GDPR is no longer directly applicable in the UK, the GDPR and any national 
implementing laws, regulations and secondary legislation, as amended or updated from time to time, in the UK and then (ii) any 
successor legislation to the GDPR or the Data Protection Act 2018. 

(ii)  GDPR: General Data Protection Regulation ((EU) 2016/679). 
(b) Both parties will comply with all applicable requirements of the Data Protection Legislation. This clause 13 is in addition to, and does not 

relieve, remove or replace, a party's obligations under the Data Protection Legislation. 
(c)  is the Data Controller (as defined in the Data Protection Legislation) in relation to Personal Data (as defined in the Data Protection 

Legislation) provided by the customer to  for the duration and purposes of the contract.  
(d) Without prejudice to the generality of clause 13(b), the customer will ensure that it has all necessary appropriate consents and notices in 

place to enable lawful transfer of customer personal data to  for the duration and purposes of the contract. 
(e)  may collect, store and use following categories of personal data about the customer (if it is an individual, sole trader or partnership) 

and the employees of the customer who are Data Subjects (as defined in the Data Protection Legislation) referred to in this clause as 
customer personal data. For more detailed information as to how  handles customer personal data please see ’s privacy 
policy which can be viewed at  

(f)   is a franchisee of  Services Limited and  has to share customer personal data with  Services Limited as 
part of the shared services that  Services Limited provide to the wider franchise network.  Services Limited respect the 
security of your data and the requirement to treat it in accordance with the law. For more detailed information as to how  Services 
Limited handles customer personal data please see  Services Limited’s privacy policy which can be viewed at 

 

14. Assignment and subcontracting 
 may at any time assign, subcontract, mortgage, charge, declare a trust over or deal in any other manner with any or all of its 

rights under the contract, provided that it gives prior written notice of such dealing to the customer. 
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We supply a large range of competitively priced, 
janitorial consumables as well as rental items. 
 
 
POPULAR CONSUMABLE ITEMS 
 
If there is something that you require that is not on the list below, please let us know and we will do our 
best to source it for you. 
       
✓ 320 Sheet Toilet Rolls 2 Ply - White - Case of 36 @ £10.55 
✓ 2 Ply Luxury Toilet Rolls - White - Case of 40 @ £13.45  
✓ 3 Ply Luxury Toilet Rolls - White - Case of 40 @ £15.25 
✓ C-Fold Hand Towels 1 Ply - Green - Case of 2760 @ £15.50  
✓ C-Fold Hand Towels 2 Ply - White - Case of 2376 @ £19.15  
✓ Interfold Hand Towels 1 Ply - Natural - Case of 3600 @ £19.95  
✓ Eco Interfold Hand Towels 1 Ply - Natural - Case of 5000 - Natural @ £21.85 
✓ 2 Ply Z-Fold Hand Towel - White - Case of 3000 @ £20.65 
✓ Luxury Interfold Hand Towels 2 Ply - White - Case of 3200 @ £28.25 
✓ Windmill Pink Lotion Hand Soap - 5L @ £6.50 
✓ Windmill Antibacterial Hand Soap - 5L @ £6.50  
✓ Square Bin Liners – White – 30L - Medium Duty - Pack of 100 @ £2.05  
✓ Finish Dishwasher Tablets - Pack of 110 @ £10.80 
 
 

DISPENSERS 
We can supply a wide range of dispensers. Please see an example list below. If there is something you 
require that is not on the below list, please let us know and we will do our best to source this for you: 
✓ Mini Jumbo Toilet Roll Dispensers (3-inch core)  
✓ Centrefeed Dispensers                                                          
✓ C-Fold Dispensers                                                           

✓ Soap Dispensers 
 

 
RENTAL ITEMS 
We can supply a wide range of items on a weekly rental basis. If there is something you require that is not 
on the below list, please let us know and we will do our best to source this for you: 
✓ Hand Dryers                 
✓ Towel Cabinets                   
✓ Standard Dust Mats in Various Sizes                 
✓ Nylon Scraper Mats                        
✓ Sanitary Bins (serviced monthly)        
✓ Vending Machines – containing a range of possible items such as tampons / tights etc.  
✓ Fragrance Systems         
✓ Medical / Clinical Waste Units (serviced monthly)      
✓ Sharps Bins 5 litre (serviced monthly) 

             
 
All prices are exclusive of VAT. Prices quoted are subject to change. Dispensers are supply only but if you require 
installation, please contact us. All rental items are for a minimum contract period of 12 months with a 1 month notice 
period.  
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